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Chairman’s Chat

Thought for the
month

John, M5AJB

Dreams are renewable. No matter what our age or condition
there are still untapped possibilities within us and new beauty
waiting to be born. - Dale Turner

After last month’s meeting our
club rigs are all in good order, and
ready for the coming year. Our
thanks to Dave G0DEC for checking them over for us. Our first
event being Mills on the Air.
Again this year to be held at Alderford Mill in Sible Hedingham.
This year we will be trying Digital
Radio as well as our usual HF
contacts. With some visual display
for the public to see. Mills weekend is 12th and 13th May.

Dave Penny G3PEN
Very sadly, Dave passed peacefully
away on 4th April 2018
Our thoughts are with his wife, Pat,
G6TAF, family and friends.

Our next meeting we have a talk
and presentation from the Essex
Fire and Rescue, telling us how to
keep safe.
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Well that’s all for this month.
Best 73’s John M5AJB
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Jenny on the occasion of her $$
birthday
(and
possibly
in
anticipation of the prospect of
cakes later!)
The main business of the evening
was for Dave G0DEC to test the
club rigs in preparation for the
forthcoming season. He had set up
his Marconi Instruments 2945
Communications Service Monitor
and continued by using his
expertise to check the FT897 and
the IC746 transceivers for power
output on each band and also the
waveform of the output signal on
each rig. Also checked were the
harmonics, and the sensitivity on
receive. It was explained why an
attenuator was included in line
between the transceiver and the
service monitor so as not to stress
the
equipment,
especially
important as it is no longer in
production and therefore sourcing
of spares might be problematic.

Meeting Reports
Geoff G1WRH

March 13th - Rig Clinic. Edwin
G0LPO firstly conveyed John’s
M5AJB apologies and then
advised that he had applied for and
received the NoV for Mills on the
Air GB2AWM. Geoff G1WRH
confirmed that details had been
forwarded to Denby Dale ARS for
inclusion on their list of mills in
operation during the event. Melvin
G0EMK brought along a number
of QSL cards relating to last year’s
MOTA and ROTA events and told
members that there was about a
60% reduction in the number of
cards received over recent years.
Edwin confirmed that this
reduction was reflected in his
experience at Duxford museum.
Hearty applause was given to
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Having set out his agenda for the
evening Matt continued by
explaining
the
various
fundamentals;
What is FreeDV? It is a software
based mode which can operate on
any sideband capable equipment
using open source software on HF
or VHF.
Why is FreeDV worth my time?
It will work in a negative signal to
noise ratio and can perform 10dB
better than DMR or D-Star.
Short introduction to low bit
voice coding; it is based on open
source
software
Codec2
(Compressor/decompressor)
developed by David Rowe
VK5DGR

For information, the Service
Monitor contains modules to
provide facilities equivalent to the
following instruments:RF
generator,
two
audio
generators, specialised tones
generator, RF power meter,
modulation meter, RF counter, AF
counter, AF voltmeter, distortion
meter, large screen digital
oscilloscope, spectrum analyser
and monitoring receiver. The
frequency range of the spectrum
analyser is from 100 kHz to 1.0
GHz. Distortion measuring filters,
AF post demodulation filters and
IF passband filters, are built in for
inclusion in relevant measurement
paths. It was pleasing that
everything was found to be
operating within specification.
Club members not observing the
testing directly, engaged in radio
related and other chat.
March 27th - Digital Voice.
Matt Phillips G6WPJ gave an
informative illustrated talk on the
subject of FreeDV (Digital
Voice).

Unlike
the
situation
with
manufacturer based systems the
end user is not bound by their
lock-ins. It operates within a 2kHz
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1)

narrow “channel”, and operators
experience
reduced
fatigue.
Furthermore, DSP (Digital Signal
Processing) techniques combat
urban noise, and there is the
potential for single frequency
duplex communication.
Getting on the air with Free DV
requires a download of the
FreeDV 1.2 GUI application for
Windows, and along with the PC
or laptop are required a SSB
capable radio, a dedicated
soundcard, an interface, and a
microphone and speaker. David
Rowe sells a ready built integrated
unit, or in the spirit of the freeware
concept, the design can be
downloaded. 14.236 Mhz is the
main frequency .
Current operating modes are
FreeDV 1600C and FreeDV 700C
which is more resistant to
selective
fading.
Matt
demonstrated the differences
between these modes with a series
of
audio
recordings.
He
transmitted both control and
encoded signals and recorded the
signals as received back from
Hack Green WEB SDR, together
with their respective waterfall
images:

2)

LSB 1 Watt
Crackling from
channels

adjacent

FreeDV 1600C 530mW
No interference

3)

LSB 1 Watt
Poor reception

4)

FreeDV 700C
No interference but compres
sion noted

The FreeDV HF and VHF
operating modes: the latest
modes in development are
FreeDV 2400A, but this can only
be used with an SDR (Software
Defined Radio). It is claimed that
it would give 10dB better
reception, and would be capable of
longer ranges than current FM
VHF. Also in development is
FreeDV 700D which would work
in a minus 2 dB signal to noise
environment.
In summary, Matt explained that
listening to Codec2 takes some
getting used to, as does for
example DMR, but as it is driven
and owned by radio amateurs it
avoids the risk of users getting
locked into proprietary systems.
6
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Matt broadcasts the RSGB
GB2RS news in FreeDV. The
transmission starts at 8.50am on
3.640MHz ± QRM followed at
9am by the news. There is a post-

Correction - In the review of TX
factor 17 last month the author
mistakenly attributed the callsign
G3ULF to Richard Constantine
G3UGF.

Advanced Radio
Amateur Examination –
Technical Aspects
Mike G8DJO
news net from 9.30 to 10am.
A question and answer session
followed, during which Matt
advised of the following useful
links:
https://freedv.org
(There are many further links
listed on these pages)
http://qso.freedv.org/
http://g6wpj.blogspot.com
Mode
identification,
linear
amplifier use and the flashing of
David Rowe’s kit from FreeDV
1600 to 700 mode were discussed.
Our Chairman thanked Matt for
his informative talk, after which
Matt stayed on to answer
members’ individual questions.

When learning new ideas, building
a 'picture' or mental image of what
is going on is fundamental to your
ability to understand and use those
new ideas. This is very true in the
case of the electrical circuit theory
required for the Advanced exam. It
is not possible to see inside circuits
with our own eyes, we have to
imagine what is going on. Some
mental images are more useful
than others. Indeed some images,
that seem simple to grasp and
appear to 'explain' a new idea, can
mislead you and cause you
difficulties later on when you need
to learn further details. It can be
very difficult to change these
mental images once we have one
8
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in our head. So it is very important
to get the correct image in the first
place to avoid problems later.

I would be able to say where the
energy went ( it went to dent my
foot!)

I have a cuckoo
clock at home.
So long as I
remember to pull
the weights up
once a day it
ticks away, the
hands
going
around and the cuckoo popping
out at regular intervals to 'sing' to
me and tell me the time. If I forget
to pull the weights up of course it
doesn't work.

But where was
the energy while
the weight was
just hanging still
under the clock?
In some way the weight was
storing that energy. Another word
for 'stored' is 'potential' so we can
say the weight up in the air had
potential energy. Remember I did
6 joules of work getting the
weight up in the air, so we even
know that the weight now has 6
joules more potential energy than
it had when it was on the floor
before I raised it up.

How does it work? Well first of all
I have to use some of those joules
(J) of energy that you might read
about on your food packaging to
pull the 'weights' up. You might
say I have used some energy to do
some work. The size of the pull
(force) I have to use and the height
I lift the weight tells me I have
actually used 6 joules of energy.
By the way your average peanut
contains 20,000 joules of energy!
The important thing is where has
the energy gone that I have used
doing the work to lift the weight?
Well if the chain now holding the
weight up in the air were to break
and the weight landed on my foot

In this case the full name for this
energy stored in the raised weight
is 'gravitational potential energy'
since I had to do work against
gravity to lift the weight up.
I can also say that if the weight
fell from right under the clock
onto my foot it would deliver 6J
of energy to my foot. At the
moment the falling weight is
about to hit my foot all that stored
energy has been used to speed up
the falling weight. Fast moving
things can do work, such as
9
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breaking a bone in my foot for
instance. We say they have
kinetic (or movement) energy. In
this example the falling weight
will have pretty nearly 6 joules of
kinetic energy as it lands on my
foot, which came from the 6
joules of potential energy the
weight had before it fell.

ended up for both of the weights on
my clock. I have described two
energy chains (pun intended).
Firstly,
Food energy in peanut >
gravitational potential energy of
weight > kinetic energy of clock
hands
Secondly, can you write the
energy chain for the second
weight?

Hopefully the chain holding the
weight will not break. Instead the
clever mechanical mechanism
inside the clock will allow the
weight to fall very slowly in a
controlled way. When it finally
gets back to the floor it will have
lost those 6 joules of gravitational
potential energy. But this time the
slowly falling weight has hardly
any kinetic energy at all as it lands
because it is going so slowly. So
what has become of the 6 joules of
energy? Well that was used to turn
the cogs in the clock and turn the
hands. By the way, the second
weight below the clock is allowed
to fall in short bursts every half
hour. It loses the 6 joules of energy
I gave it when I pulled it up, a few
joules at a time, moving the
cuckoo and making it sing.

We can do this energy tracking
because there is a basic rule of the
universe that energy is neither
created nor destroyed, only
changed form one form to another.
It is such an important idea in
science that it is called a law; the
law of conservation of energy.
That 6 joules of energy that was in
the peanut we might call food
energy, or more generally chemical
energy (peanuts like everything are
made of chemical elements) This is
another type of stored energy, so is
given the full name chemical
potential energy. You can probably
name some other forms of energy
too; think about what you would
get if you set fire to the peanut
instead of eating it. (besides a lot of
smoke and a nasty smell!)

Notice I have been able to say
where the energy came from, the
route it followed and where it
10
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To summarize;

WSJT-X FT8 digi-mode
Mike G8DJO

We have described and named
some types or 'forms' of energy,
such as gravitational potential
energy, kinetic energy, chemical
potential energy.

First impressions:
Easy to install software, integrated
seamlessly with Ham Radio Deluxe
v5. The fully auto mode is quite
straight forward to set up and use.
Turn on the PSK Mapper link and
you can view where your signals
are being heard around the world very addictive. Plenty of activity
across HF bands (and VHF too I’m
told)
My best DX so far VP8LP Falkland
Is. on 30m.

We learned that amounts of
energy are measured in joules (J)
Energy is what 'gets things done'
or in other words, enables us to
do work.
We know the law of conservation
of energy.
To be continued...

Next Month
What items can you contribute???

Plus the usual …
New Events, Rallies, Contests, etc.

FOR SALE
Yaesu FT 897, with power supply and LDG 897 ATU.
One owner, brand new, hardly been used.
£550.
Contact John M5AJB for more details
01787 460 947
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Club Meetings, Activities and Nets
Club Net - 08.00 pm local time, 2 Metres (S15) (145.375 MHz)
First, third & fifth TUESDAYS
Jan 9th 2018
Natter night and TXF16
Jan

23rd

Jul 10th
Construction Contest
Jul 24th

2018
PAT / PAC Testing / Prep for
Canvey Rally

Aerial Clinic
Aug 14th
Ridgewell Airfield meeting
26th-28th

Feb 13th 2018
TX Factor 17

Summer camp
Aug 28th
Natter Night TX Factor 18
Sep 11th
Railways on the Air Planning
Sept 25th
Natter Night
21st-23rd Sept
ROTA
Oct 9th
JOTA Planning
Oct 23rd
TX Factor
19th-21st

Feb 27th 2018
Datamodes Demos
PSK,SSTV,Logging
Mar 13th 2018
Rig Clinic, club equipment
checking for 2018 events
Mar 27th 2018
Dgital voice - G6WPJ
Apr 10th 2018
Talk/presentation from Essex
Fire and Rescue
Apr 24th 2018
Sausage and mash supper
May 8th
QRP Operating Evening/mota
update
May 11,12,13th
Mills on the Air
May 22nd
The AGM
Jun 12th
Air Ambulance Talk/
presentation
Jun 26th
Club BBQ

JOTA
Nov 13th
TBA
Nov 27th
Surplus Equipment sale
Dec 11th
Christmas social
Dec 25th
Maybe a natter night
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Rallies
8 APRIL 2018

22 APRIL 2018

RIPON & DISTRICT ARS
RALLY AND SURPLUS
EQUIPMENT SALE

CAMBRIDGE REPEATER
GROUP RALLY Foxton Village
Hall, Hardman Road, Foxton,
Cambridge, Cambs CB22 6RN.
Contact Lawrence M0LCM on
07941 972 724, or
[www.cambridgerepeaters.net]

Hugh Ripley Hall, Ripon, North
Yorkshire HG4 2PT
rally@ripon.org.uk
[http://www.ripon.org.uk/content/r
ally-2018]

29 APRIL 2018
NORTHERN AMATEUR RADIO
SOCIETIES ASSOCIATION
EXHIBITION (Blackpool Rally)
Norbreck Castle Exhibition Centre,
Blackpool FY2 9AA.
(www.narsa.org.uk)

15 APRIL 2018
WEST LONDON RADIO &
ELECTRONICS SHOW (Kempton
Rally) Kempton Park Racecourse,
Staines Road East, Sunbury on
Thames, TW16 5AQ. Details from
Paul, M0CJX on 0845 165 0351,
info@radiofairs.co.uk.
[www.radiofairs.co.uk].

6 MAY 2018
THORPE CAMP HAMFEST
(formerly DAMBUSTERS
HAMFEST) Thorpe Camp Visitor
Centre, Tattershall Thorpe, Lincoln
LN4 4PL. http://thorpecamp.org

15 APRIL 2018
YEOVIL ARC QRP
CONVENTION

6 MAY 2018
21 APRIL 2018
SOUTHERN ELECTRONICS &
RADIO FAIR-EASTBOURNE
RALLY Eastbourne Sports Park,
Cross Levels Way, Eastbourne,
East Sussex BN21 2UF. Further
details http://www.serf.org.uk

INTERNATIONAL MARCONI
DAY
email crac.imd@gmail.com or visit
www.gb4imd.co.uk
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Contests
VHF

HF

Sun 13 May. 0900-1200
70MHz Contest CW
VHF CW Championship

Wed 11 Apr. 1900-2030
80m CC SSB
Thu 26 Apr. 1900-2030
80m CC DATA

Sat 19-Sun 20 May. 1400-1400
144MHz May Contest
VHF Championship

Mon 7 May. 1900-2030
80m CC SSB

Sun 20 May. 1100-1500
1st 144MHz Backpackers

Wed 16 May. 1900-2030
80m CC DATA

Sun 27 May. 1400-1600
70MHz Cumulatives #3

Thu 24 May. 1900-2030
80m CC CW

Sat 2 Jun.
0900-1300
2nd 144MHz Backpackers

Sat 2-Sun 3 Jun.
NFD

1500-1500

http://www.rsgbcc.org/hf/

http://www.rsgbcc.org/vhf/

Committee
Chairman:
John, M5AJB

01787 460947

1 Ross Cottage, Southey Green

Secretary/Membership Secretary:
Edwin, GØLPO

01376 324031

42 Panfield Lane, Braintree,

Treasurer:
Neville, G8CDG

Ordinary Members:
Geoff, G1WRH 01376 323223
Melvin, GØEMK
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Braintree and District Amateur Radio Society
first meeting of the month (plus
postage if appropriate).

The club meets every 2nd and 4th
Tuesdays of the month at St Peters
Church hall, St Peters Road, off
The Causeway Braintree. Doors
open at 7.30 pm, meetings run
from 8 pm to 10 pm.

Members may sell or exchange
equipment etc. before the start of
each meeting, during the tea/coffee
break and may advertise in
BARSCOM free of charge.

Membership is £16 annually;
Senior members (State Retirement
age) and Junior members, under
18, pay £10. A door fee of £1 is
also payable at each meeting by
members and visitors.

The Club Net operates on 2 metres
only. This should make it easier for
all members to remember the
frequency, and for non-members
to find the net. The net will use
V30 (S15) 145.375 MHz, starting
20.00 hrs local time on the 1st, 3rd,
and 5th Tuesdays of each month.

BARSCOM is sent to members by
e-mail on the 7th of the month;
paper copies are available at the

Please send articles for publication to
mike.adcock@physics.org
The deadline for submissions for the next edition
is 1st of the month. Items will be published in the first
available edition subject to space availability.
For more information and pictures of events and projects see
our Web Site at www.badars.co.uk
Please contact our Chairman for details about commercial
adverts.
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